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Van Vleck Lands Chief Justice John Roberts
Judges Calabresi, Sotomayor also commit to Moot Court finals
artist says he will shoot and kill a specific
author who some consider racist. The
first of two main issues is whether these
audible subliminal messages, when con
strued in light of a fictional statute, are
protected speech under the First Amend-

BY ERIC C. JESCHKE

Staff Writer

before the Supreme Court.
"[P]rior to taking the bench, [Chief
Justice Roberts] was, I think it is safe to
say, the finest appellate oral advocate in
the country," said Professor Colby. "So
he will be able to provide feedback to the

On February 9, Chief Justice John
Roberts of the United States Supreme
Court will sit as the Chief on a threejudge panel at the final round of
the Law School's annual Van Vleck
Appellate Moot Court Competition.
Judges Guido Calabresi and Sonia
Sotomayor from the United States
Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit will complete the exception
ally distinguished panel.
"Van Vleck has always been
our biggest and most publicized com
petition," said Moot Court Board
President Lindsay Hedrick. "We
have about seventy competitors for
this year's competition. As soon as
Dean Lawrence came to the school,
he [was] very supportive and enthu
The final round of the Van Vleck Moot Court Competition will he judged by Supreme Court
siastic about Van Vleck."
Chief Justice John Roberts (left) with Judges Guido Calabresi (center) and Sonia Sotomayor
The top eight teams from the
(right) of the Court ofAppeals for the Second Circuit.
first round, held this past weekend,
will go to the quarterfinal round on the ment. The second issue is whether these students not only from the perspective of
morning of November 5th. Four teams messages constitute criminal threats that America's most important judge, but also
from the morning are selected to move on should be proscribed.
from the perspective of a former advocate
to the semifinals that afternoon. The top
with unparalleled skills."
The students advancing to the final
The Moot Court Board Judge's
two teams from the semifinals advance to round will argue their side of these com
the final round.
plex Constitutional issues in front of one Committee is primarily involved with
Dave Belczyk, the Van Vleck Com of the nation's most experienced appellate finding judges for the first three rounds of
petition Chair, wrote this year's problem advocates. Chief Justice Robert's private the competition. Most of these judges are
with assistance from Dean Ira Lupu and practice while at Hogan and Hartson in area practitioners. Faculty members are
Professor Thomas Colby. The fact pat Washington D.C. focused primarily on normally responsible for inviting judges
tern centers on a biracial musical artist appellate litigation. During his private to the final round.
"We had talked to the Chief Justice
who writes a song containing subliminal practice and tenure as Principal Deputy
right
around
the time he was originally
messages. In the subliminal messages, the Solicitor General, he argued 39 cases

appointed," said Dean Fred Lawrence.
"Our request was still in when he was
reappointed for the Chief Justice position.
Everyone got a little nervous that he was
going to have a number of other requests
in after that but it ended up working out.
As far as we know, this is the first Moot
Court he will judge as Chief Justice.
It is really a tremendous opportunity
for the school community."
"I was asked to take over as
faculty advisor and met with Dean
Lawrence early on to discuss different
possibilities forjudges for the competi
tion," said Professor Amanda Tyler.
"I was involved with moot court when
I was in law school so it has been nice
to help the students with this."
The judges' panel has typically
included Federal Circuit Court judges
as well as several state supreme court
judges. Student organizers are ex
tremely pleased with the strength of
this year's panel.
"We set our sights high
and [Professor Tyler] was very suc
cessful," said Belczyk. "We all appreciate
it. It is wonderful for the school and the
competitors."
Many involved would have con
sidered the process a resounding success
solely for bringing a panelist as esteemed

as Second Circuit Judge Guido Cala
bresi.
"He is unquestionably one of
the great legal minds of our era," said
Professor Colby, who clerked for Judge
Calabresi. "He has been a path-breaking
legal scholar, a first-rate Dean of a top

See VAN VLECK page 6

Questions Surround Dell Purchase Program
BY NIKHIL SHIMPI

Asst. Slews Editor
While many say that the Law
School's Dell Purchase Program has of
fered reliable service and insurance to
students, it remains uncertain three years
after the introduction of the school-wide
program whether the deal offers significant
quality, service, and value compared to
computers bought outside the program,
or through comparable programs at other
schools.
The program offers first year
students the ability to purchase a Dell
Latitude laptop computer of three differ
ent makes for a price in excess of $1400.
Though students are required to purchase
a laptop in order to take exams by com
puter, students may choose whether or not
to use the Dell Purchase Program.
The Law School's Financial Aid
office helps students coordinate private

loans to purchase computers. "They just directly comparable to those of the three
get to extend their budget by two thousand computers available through the pur
chase pro
dollars,"
gram. "Dell
says Nancy
guaranteed
Lamotta,
that students
Director of
would not
Financial
find a better
Aid. "It's
option on
still a credit
a Dell with
based loan,
all the op
so they have
tions that we
to qualify for
have," says
it."
Mike
Briggs,
On
the
head
of
Dell's regu
t
h
e
L
a
w
lar website,
S
c
h
o
o
l
'
s
the price for
computer
a Latitude
D400 ranges Valeria Schneider, 3L, gets help with her Dell laptop from procurement
program.
from $1050 Undergrad Richard Galli at the computer help desk.
"The
big
to $1290. It
distinction
is
is not certain
whether the features for the computer are that the purchasing program comes with

Features

News

complete care and a U.S. warranty. They
send [GW] personnel to become certified
representatives...so people who work at
the law school are capable of buying parts
through the purchase program, rather than
escalating" the cost of individual items.
Carly Grey, the head of the SBA
technology committee, says that she saved
a remarkable amount when she purchased
an IBM-compatible laptop outside the pro
gram. "I got a really cheap computer-it's
an Averatec-but I wouldn't recommend
getting that kind of computer," she said,
noting that her technological know-how
allowed her to quickly set up her computer
and link it to the Law School system. Yet,
she noted a significant difference in cost.
"For the same sort of Dell [Latitude]
through the program, it would be twice
as much."
Other concerns, however, moti
vated Grey to buy outside of the program.

See DELL page 6
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Students Take on Domestic Violence
in Class and Courtrooms
BY JEFF WINMILL

Staff Writer
—
"James put his hands around my
throat, I ieally thought he might kill me
this time, said Samantha Ford, a long
time victim of physical and emotional
abuse. "Our two-year-old son was there
watching. I thought he was going to kill
me in front of our youngest son. So I left
the house the next day for good.'
This story is not true. Ms. Ford is
made up. She is the Hypothetical Plaintiff
that lL's are defending in their second
LRW memo. However, while Ms. Ford's
case is hypothetical, as any victim of
domestic violence will make clear or any
participant in the Law School's Domestic
Violence Project will confirm, this case is
far from academic.
October is Domestic Violence
Awareness month and two student organizations, the G\V Law Feminist Forum and
the Law Association for Women (LAW),
have been educating the student body in
the many Law School clinics, internships
and student organizations devoted to ending domestic violence. These groups have
sponsored panel discussions and lectures
by experts in the field, including a speech
by Olga T: ujillo (J.D. 88), a victim of child
abuse and who has a long resume in combating domestic violence, including headmgthe DOJ's Special Projects division of
the Office ot Victims of Crime.

One way students can get involved poverty line," Murphy said, "and some
'n field
is through the Domestic of the threats and abuse they receive from
Violence Project (DVP), a four to six husbands or boyfriends are harrowing,
credit clinic, open to second and third A lot of times the kids are threatened to
year students,
get to the women, and that's particularly
"It jjas been incredibly reward- troubling."
ing both personally
"It is very
and professionally 1'
hands on," sugWhile Ms. Ford's case
said, 2L Erin Murgests Professor Joan
phy, who is currently
is hypothetical, as any
Meier, founder and
enrolled in DVP. "I'm
director
of the DVP.
victim of domestic
getting invaluable ex"Many students deviolence will make clear
perience in family law
velop a real passion
ancj j'm aiso getting
for this work when
or any participant in the
to help real women
they experience it
Law School's Domestic
wjth some very serious
up close." GW's
problems."
Violence Project will
Domestic VioStudents in the
lence Project was
confirm,
this
case
is
far
DVP spend half of
one of the first in
from academic.
course time volunteerthe nation and has
ing with policy or legal
become a leading
aid groups in the area,
incubator for proworking on either domestic violence fessionals in the field. "In 1991, when
policy and legislation or providing legal we started, there were probably only ten
assistance to actual victims. The other programs like this in the country." Meier
half of the course is devoted to classroom said. "Since that time we have had several
discussion, where field experience is alumni who have become influential in
analyzed within the context of historical domestic violence prevention. For Exand recent developments in domestic
ample, Robin R. Runge (J.D. '97) is the
violence law.
director of the ABA's Commission on
Murphy also commented on some Domestic Violence.
of the sobering cases she has encounAnother organization on Campus is
tered while working at Legal Aid in the DV LEAP, The Domestic Violence Legal
D.C. area, as part of her DVP outside Empowerment and Appeals Project, a
placement. "By definition the women non-profit founded by Meier, which helps
who come to Legal Aid live below the victims through the appeals process. "Per-

sonally, my time as an intern for the DV
LEAP has been incredibly rewarding,"
said Jocelyn Kaufman, current president
of LAW. "It has been a great networking
opportunity as well."
DV LEAP accepts referrals from
aggrieved parties nationwide and works
with firms to provide them with pro bono
assistance. According to Meier, there has
been no shortage of local firms who have
been willing to assist. "What we do at DV
LEAP is exclusively appellate work. So
the cases are high profile and often more
legally interesting, which firms like."
One of the major accomplishments
of DV LEAP was the filing of an amicus
brief that was considered by the U.S.
Supreme Court in City of Castle Rock v.
Gonzales. Th is was the high court's first
domestic violence case. Additionally,
DV LEAP has argued cases in before
the supreme courts of Washington State,
Maryland, New Jersey as well as the D.C.
Court of Appeals,
The consensus of those involved in
the DVP, the DV LEAP and similar organizations at GW is that their participation
has been good for both the soul and the
resume. "It strengthened my resolve to
practice family law," said Murphy. "I'm
really glad I'm doing it."
As lLs feverishly slog through
domestic violence cases for their second
memo, students should remember that
multiple opportunities exist at GW for
those inspired to try the real thing.
•

Military Appeals Tribunals Hold Court at GW
within the military justice system.
those same rules, so it's important that as well as law students," he said. "They
A
post
by
Assistant
Dean
of
Student
certain standards be set and upheld."
went through all the formal motions -the
Staff Writer
Affairs David M. Johnson on the web
However, the content of this case bailiff announcing 'all rise', the parties
portal brought the
presented a moral being introduced, and so on."
Child pornography is not some hearing and the op
conundrum to Co
Fortunately, with the academic
Child pornography is
thing that one normally thinks of when it portunity to partici
volesky, who was venue in mind, the atmosphere was as
comes to positive career development, but pate to Covolesky's
not something that one
not entirely comfort pedagogical as it was professional. A
for third-year law student Melissa Covole- attention. She was
able
with defending speaker went through the process and
normally thinks of when
sky, it provided the opportunity for her to selected out of a pool
a convicted offender explained the procedure of the appeals
it comes to positive
sharpen her oral advocacy skills - and to of several other ap
by poking holes in court to the audience.
argue on the behalf of a man who had plicants and assigned
the government's
career development
DeFreitas noted that the judges
been convicted of the heinous crime.
to defend Garlick.
case. "I felt the sys were also very active in trying to address
It also helped her to rule out the With the help of
tem should be based the pros and cons of the parties' posi
possibility of making a career move into Dean Johnson, she
on guilt or innocence tions.
that aspect of criminal litigation.
filed a pro hac vice motion with the court rather than procedure," she said.
"It was interesting the way they
"[From the experience] I learned I that, once granted, gave her permission
Still, Covolesky is grateful to have brought out the positive claims for one
could never be a defense attorney. It was to appear at the hearing with the defense had the chance to represent the accused. side and did it again for the other," De
a huge challenge for me to get up there counsel and present her argument before
"I was honored by the fact that a Freitas said.
and do this," she said.
the judges.
student was asked to appear before them
The point at- issue in the hearing,
Covolesky and another GW stu
You could do far worse than to ap at all in any capacity."
as might be expected in an appeal, was
dent, David Hartnagel, were each picked point Covolesky for this case. Currently
In a similar act of outreach, the procedural in character, concerning the
to conduct oral arguments for parties in an Army reservist, the 3L spent twelve United States Court of Appeals for Vet timeliness of hearing the actual claim
the Armed Forces Court of Appeals case years of active duty as an MP prior to erans Claims conducted a hearing last and whether or not it was at odds with
of United States v. Garlick, which was held her enrollment at G. W. Her responsibili month that also took place in the Law a federal statute and a stay previously
last April in the Jacob Burns Moot Court ties often involved appearing in military School's moot courtroom. The hearing, placed on the claim—thus violating the
Room.
court to testify against fellow servicemen Ramsey v. Nicholson, concerned the issue petitioner's right to due process.
The Court of Appeals contacted on trial, and so she has become familiar of veterans benefits associated with the
After having witnessed law being
the Law School on its own initiative to with what to expect in a similar set of condition of hearing loss known as tin practiced in open court, DeFreitas left
request that GW host the hearing as proceedings.
nitus, a common occurrence for military the hearing with a sharpened interest in
part of its "Project Outreach" program,
This time, however, she appeared personnel exposed to high-decibel work his discipline of study - and in attending
which establishes venues for the court's on the side of the defense. Her job in this environments.
similar events at the Law School, such
hearings at law schools throughout the hearing involved going through exculpa
First-year student Wayne DeFrei- as the Rehnquist symposium scheduled
entire country.
tory evidence and picking out potential tas was among those who attended. He to take place later this week. He has also
Although the Armed Forces Court procedural flaws in the government's case professes an interest in security law and learned to keep an eye out for the proof Appeals holds worldwide jurisdiction against her client.
got wind of the hearing via an email from bono offers that often accompany them.
over active-duty members of the U.S.
"It's a very rules-based form of Dean Johnson.
"As you attend functions such as
military, it lies outside the structure of justice, and you have a more compelling
DeFreitas admitted to feeling a bit these, they open up your opportunities
the military itself. It is a civil court whose interest to abide by the code than you out of place in his casual student attire.
to go into that particular field and see if
primary purpose is to settle questions of would in a normal court. The morale of
"Everyone else was dressed in a suit it's the kind of work that you'd want to
law that arise from court-martial trials the troops depends on the consistency of - lawyers and alumni that were visiting, do."
•
BY MATTHEW BROWN
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THE GEORGE WASHINGTON LAW R EVIEW
presents a

SYMPOSIUM ON

THE LEGACY OF THE REHNQUIST COURT
Thursday- Friday
October, 27-28, 2005
Join panelists including current and former Solicitors General of the United
States, former law clerks to Chief Justice Rehnquist, leading legaljournalists,
and distinguished academics in the fields of federalism, criminal justice, and
national security as they consider the legacy of the Rehnquist Court. Featuring
a special introduction by Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg on Thursday
Thursday

Friday

Registration, 8:45-9:15 a.m.
Kelly Lounge, First Floor of the Lerner Building

Registration, 9:00-9:30 a.m.
Kelly Lounge, First Floor of the Lerner Building

Welcome and Introductions, 9:15-9:45 a.m.
Moot Court Room, First Floor of the Lerner Building
• Frederick M.Lawrence, Dean and Robert Kramer Research
Professor of Law, The George Washington University Law School
• Bradford R. Clark, Professor of Law, The George Washington
University Law School

Criminal Justice Panel, 9:30-11:30 a.m.
Moot Court Room, First Floor of the Lerner Building
• Moderator: The Honorable Carlos Lucero, United
States Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit
• Stephanos Bibas, Associate Professor of Law, The
University of Iowa College of Law
• Paul Butler, Professor of Law, The George Washington
Univ. Law School

Federalism Panel, 10:00-11:45 a.m.
Moot Court Room, First Floor of the Lerner Building
• Moderator: David Shapiro, William Nelson Cromwell Professor of

Law, Harvard Law School
• Roderick M.Hills Jr., Professor of Law, University of Michigan Law
School
• Peter J. Smith, Associate Professor of Law, The George Washington
University Law School
• Ernest A. Young, Judge Benjamin Harrison Powell Professor in Law,
The University of Texas School of Law
Panel of Former Clerks to Chief Justice Rehnquist, 12:00-1:30 p.m.
Moot Court Room, First Floor of the Lerner Building
• Michael K. Young, President, University of Utah (Former Dean,GW
Law School)
• Gregory G.Garre, George Washington Law '91
• Paul J. Zidlicky, George Washington Law '93
• Courtney Gilligan, George Washington Law '02
• Ann O'Connell, GeorgeWashington Law '04
Introduction of the Solicitors General Panel, 1:45-2:15 p.m.
Jack Morton Auditorium, 805 21st Street, NW
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, United States Supreme Court
Solicitors General Panel, 2:15-4:00 p.m.
Jack Morton Auditorium, 805 21st Street, NW
• Moderator: Solicitor General of the United States Paul Clement
• Drew S.Days, III, Alfred M. Rankin Professor of Law, Yale Law
School (Former Solicitor General of the United States)
. Walter E. Dellinger III, Duke Law School (Former Acting Solicitor
General of the United States)
• Maureen Mahoney,Latham & Watkins LLP (Former Deputy United
States Solicitor General)
• Theodore Olson,Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP(Former Solicitor
General of the United States)
• Seth Waxman, Wilmer Cuder Pickering Hale and Dorr LLP
(Former Solicitor General) (Tentative)

• Rachel Barkow, Associate Prof, of Law, New York Univ.
School of Law
• Stephen A. Saltzburg, Wallace and Beverley Woodbury

University Professor of Law, The George Washington
University Law School
Media Panel, 12:00-1:30 p.m.
Moot Court Room, First Floor of the Lerner Building
• Moderator: Jonathan Turley, J.B. and Maurice Shapiro
Prof, of Public Interest Law, The George Wash. Univ.
Law School; Legal Analyst, NBC
• Linda Greenhouse, The New York Times
• Tony Mauro, Legal Times
. David Savage, Los Angeles Times
• Pete Williams, NBC News
National Security Panel, 2:30-4:30 p.m.
Moot Court Room, First Floor of the Lerner Building
• Moderator: The Honorable Steven Colloton, United
States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit
• Jack Landman Goldsmith, Henry L. Shattuck Professor
of Law, Harvard Law School (Author—Not Attending
the Symposium)
• Gregory E. Maggs, Professor of Law, The George
Washington University Law School
• Burt Neuborne, Inez Milholland Professor of Civil
Liberties, New York University School of Law
. Jonathan Turley, J.B. and Maurice Shapiro Professor of
Public Interest Law, The George Washington
University Law School
• John Choon Yoo, Prof, of Law, UC Berkeley School of
Law—Boalt Hall

If you are interested in the symposium, please RSVP to jmascott@law.gwu.edu with a list of the panels that
you plan to attend. Every panel other than the panel with Justice Ginsburg and the Solicitors General is still
open. The deadline has passed for students to request auditorium tickets to the Ginsburg/SG Panel, but RSVP
to jmascott@law.gwu.edu for a ticket to view a live video feed of this event in an overflow location.

THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL
WASHINGTON DC
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Attorney Mo Shaoping Discusses
Criminal Defense in China
BV PATRICK H . J. HUGHES

Staff Writer
According to Chinese defense attorney Mo Shaoping, the obstacles that
criminal defense lawyers face in China are
difficult for Americans to imagine.
"Many lawyers do not want to
become criminal defenders, because . . .
cases can suffer from all kinds of interference from all kinds of sources," said Mo
Shaoping, a Beijing-based lawyer who has
traveled from China to speak at American
law schools on the subject. On October
13, he spoke at GW, with Professor Donaid Clarke translating Mo's words from
Mandarin Chinese.
Heralded as an "Asian Hero" by
Time magazine's Asian publication
"Time Asia," Mo has defended political
dissidents and labor activists. He has
often risked government intimidation
because of his work. According to Mo,
public defenders in China often find themselves in difficult straits when a defendant
makes one statement to police upon interrogation and, if the government decides
to allow the defendant to consult a lawyer,
the defendant subsequently changes the
statement. In the Chinese system, such a
situation has been enough to suspect the
defense lawyer of inducing the client to
fraudulently change his statement.
Where witnesses are involved, lawyers are similarly vulnerable to suspicion,
"Both p olice interrogations and defense
questioning are entered into the record,
which is handed over to the court. If the
two differ, the procurator may ask the
witness why the statements are different.
"The witness might say 'the lawyer told
me to say that'," Mo said.
As a result, at least 500 criminal
defense lawyers in the People's Republic
of China were arrested between 1999 and
2002, usually for fabricating evidence.
According to Mo, the situation is worse
today for defense attorneys than it was
when modern criminal procedure law was
first promulgated in 1979.
The problems begin just after an arrest, when it can be difficult for a lawyer to
even meet with a client. Even though the
law stipulates that clients have the right
to meet with an attorney within 48 hours
after their arrest, it is entirely up to the
police to arrange a meeting. "Sometimes

it might take months," he said.
When a meeting is finally arranged,
the police have authority to say how long
the client is allowed to talk with an attorneY Although Mo said that he has not
had problems with clients changing their
stories, other dilemmas often complicate
his work. Police sometimes stand over defendants during meetings with attorneys,
listening to every conversation and even
forbidding the attorneys from asking certain questions. "This, to me, is the most
ridiculous thing," Mo said. "If they are
worried about safety issues, then [the law]
should stipulate that the policeman is allowed to see you, but can't hear you."
Difficulties in obtaining court records and conducting an investigation
also contribute to lengthy court cases.
In addition to his responsibilities with
civil and commercial cases as head of a
successful Chinese law firm, Mo said he
spends much of his energy on his criminal cases, which are all pro bono. Many
of his defendants are laborers, who may
have been in prison for a lengthy period
of time, so it is impossible for them to pay
any legal fees. Still, he does not turn them
away. "It has never been the case that I
have "gone and sought a client," he said,
"One hundred percent of the time, [a case
is taken] because a relative [of a criminal
defendant] has come and asked me."
There is also a risk for those defendant's relatives who come to him
seeking legal aid. One of his clients, Yao
Fuxin, was jailed for organizing illegal
demonstrations after he led workers to
demand inquiry into a corruption scandal
at the factory where he worked in the city
Liaoyang, more than 1,000 miles from
Beijing.
When Yao's daughter came from
Liaoyang to Beijing, police accompanied
her all the way to Mo's doorstep. "I didn't
let them in," he said. But he did let her in.
Mo said that police will often follow a dissident's relative, but if the police lose his
or her trail, they will be criticized. In this
case, therefore, they simply asked Yao's
daughter if she were traveling to Beijing
to seek a lawyer. To avoid any chance of
losing her, the police said "listen, we'll
drive you there," Mo explained,
Mo's appearance at GW was
organized by the East Asian Law Society
in cooperation with the International Law
Society.
•

Dell Survey Results
Did you Participate in the Dell Purchase Program?

If You Did Participate, Would You Again?
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Photo by Christina Fu

Attorney Mo Shaoping and Professor Donald C. Clarke on October 13.
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Value of Dell Purchase Program Questioned
DELL from page 1.
"I wanted a DVD burner, more memory, a
good processor." According to Grey, the
Inspiron Dells are much cheaper, although
less high quality than the professional
grade Latitudes, which are rated to endure
three years of wear and tear.
Neil Chilson, an associate member
of the SBA technology committee, says
that he has been confused by the price of
the program. "I think it's really weird that
the Law School has a different program
than the rest of the school," he says.
"That must not really take advantage of
economies of scale. They must do some
real duplicative work."
Hewlett Packard and IBM are
among the large producers offering pur
chase programs, which some schools have
adopted. Many companies appear to have
the ability to vary their prices depending
on the whether the consumers are pur
chasing their laptops through a program
or individually.
Among law schools, Georgetown
University has both a Dell and Apple
purchase program. The Dell Latitude
computers range from $1300 to $1550, al
though they include other models. Apple
allows users to customize the features they
receive; Apple's i-book series is priced
similarly to the Latitude models, while
the PowerBook series is priced from $1400
to $2400. The Dell plan at Georgetown
includes three-year insurance, according
to an internal website.
"They are paying less than official
market, but I cannot tell you how much
because of a non-disclosure agreement,"
says Pablo Molina, the Chief Information
Officer of the Georgetown Law Center.
Unlike GW's program, the prices for the
Georgetown program do not include com
prehensive insurance but only parts and
repairs. If a student drops a computer, he
may be responsible for such damage under
the basic Georgetown program, a factor
that makes it difficult to compare prices.
According to Molina, the Law
Center has had a program with Dell for
"six or seven years," and one with Apple
for three years, over the courses of which
it has been able to renegotiate its deals
every few years, following investigations

into the reputation of computer compa
nies for hardware reliability and service.
Georgetown Law also teems with other
schools at the University.
"We always negotiate with other
campuses at Georgetown University," says
Molina. "With all these vendors, volume is
key. I f you come in and say you have three
thousand people, they're interested, but if
you say you have ten thousand people, then
they will cut a sweet deal." According to
a C-net news article published on July 7,
2005, the Georgetown Law and Medical
schools both have purchase programs with
Dell and Apple Computers, while the Busi
ness School has a deal with IBM.
Dell has been a leader in securing
market share in the lucrative PC-laptop
market, where margins remain far higher
than they are for desktop computers. In re
sponse to financial and marketing strategy
concerns, however, IBM recently sold its
computer department to the Chinese firm
Lenovo. "At the time we chose Dell, they
were the only operator around at all," says
Briggs.
An advisory on Law School's web
site cautions students that non-compatible
computers may not be able to function on
the wireless network, that students may not
be able to run the required exam software,
and that the help desk may not be able to
configure non-Dell computers. Amajority
of students decide to purchase computers
through the program, which also offers
support with upgrades and insurance.
Second-year law student Kate Froelicher says that she initially purchased a
Dell computer, because " admitting people
to such a specific program and then making
people jump through hoops to get the right

are easier. They're also much cheaper. I year, and one less thing that the help desk
paid $999 for a 12-inch model and got a worries about..."
student discount of 20%. I got a three year
The insurance program has won the
service plan. In total, I paid $1150 and it program both favor and disfavor from stu
works on our wireless and everything else. dents. Repairs factored into the decision
If y ou need parts and repairs, you have to of Michelle Rosenthal, who says that she
go an Apple Store and they'll fix it, or if likes the fact that she can take her Toshiba,
they can't you can trade computers." Fro bought at Best Buy for $1,300, back to the
elicher will n ot, however, be able to take store for repairs and does not have to wait
exams on her Mac.
for a repairman or send
"I kind of wish we
the computer away for
had an IBM program,
maintenance.
The insurance
because I think they have
Deborah Toprogram has won
better computers," says
bolowsky, whose com
Grey. "Most laptops,
puter broke during her
the program both
there's not any difference
first year, says that she
favor and disfavor has had problems with
between them. It doesn't
from students.
really matter what you get,
her screen, which she
because they're all coming
replaced once, and her
from same three factories
motherboard, touchpad
in Taiwan. But IBMs are
and keyboard, which she
different, because if you pick one up, they has replaced twice. "Apparently they only
feel physically different, they're more dura give you a new one if its 60% not working
ble. I don't feel like Dell is that high-quality, or something like that.. .which is fairly ri
honestly, in my personal experience."
diculous when you start having problems
Neil Chilson, an associate mem the day after you bought the computer,"
ber of the SBA Technology committee, she said in an e-mail interview.
disagrees with Grey about the value of
"Overall, I've not been impressed
the program. "Personally I haven't had with this computer," she added. "I had a
any problems with it," said Chilson, who Dell Inspiron laptop all through college
used a Latitude for almost two years before and loved it-it lasted me all of college.
buying a second Dell through the purchase I don't think this one is going to last me
program on entering the Law School.
through third year. In general, the tech
Briggs remarks that the computer nicians have been nice, but I've definitely
system has resulted in some problems, fought with ones who refuse to fix things
especially with wireless networks and wire that were not written on their form that
less hardware, such as the external drives they received when they come out to work
used during the first year of the program. on my computer. 1 don't think I'd buy a
He believes, however, that the insurance DeU again after ray experience v/wYv tfvis
program is as beneficial to the students as
it is to the school. "The undergraduate

wireless card and then setting the comput school has thought about [adopting a uni
versal computer program], but they have
ers up" made other purchases difficult.
"I used to have a Mac and was forced a much more varied program," he says.
to get a PC," said second-year law student "For a graduate school, it makes sense,
Sam Boone-Lutz. "I would have preferred especially if we're trying to have a turnkey
to have kept my Mac." Boone-Lutz pur solution, so we can configure the laptops
chased an IBM Thinkpad T42 for a sum to work with our networks. In the future,
of approximately $2000, but received if we negotiate any software deals, we can
discounts from a student who previously preinstall that software on our laptops."
According to Briggs, the pre-configworked for IBM and paid several hundred
ured
Dell
machines reduce the risk that
dollars more for insurance. "Dell had a
Law
School
Tech Support staff will not
poor reputation for quality," he says.
be
able
to
help
students with computer
"I've had two [Dell] Computers-one
problems,
and
students
benefit from this
of which broke down when a drink was
convenience.
"It's
one
less
thing students
spilled on it," says Froelicher. "I wanted to
have
to
worry
about
the
first
week of 1L
sell the other one Igot because I think Macs

one."
The SBA. technology committee

has conducted an unscientific survey [See
below] to assess student concerns about
computer technology and services as a
whole. While a majority of responding
students who participated in the Dell pro
gram said they are "somewhat" or "very
satisfied" with their Dell, those numbers
are significantly below responding stu
dents who did not participate in the Dell
program, nearly ninety-percent of which
claimed levels of satisfaction.
While a plurality of Dell-participat
ing students suggested they would buy
through the program again, nearly sixtypercent suggested they were uncertain or
would not.
CI

How Satisfied are you with the Dell Purchase Program Overall?

How Satisfied are you with the Price Offered by the Dell
Purchase Program?

45
40
35
30
25
20
15

1

10
5

Completely
Dissapointed

Somewhat
Dissapointed

Neither

Somewhat
Satisfied

Completely
Satisfied

1

Completely

Somewhat

Dissapointed

Dissapointed

Neither

Somewhat

Completely

Satisfied

Satisfied

This poll was not scientific, as results were taken only from those who
volunteered responses.
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Law Review to Host Rehnquist Symposium
Justice Ginsburg, Solicitor General will participate
bers with faculty assistance. Some panels
will focus on specific issues and areas of
law, such as the Federalism, Criminal

Paul Clement, will moderate the panel interested in the lives of the clerks," said
Tyler.
of five former Solicitors.
Editor-in-Chief
"He was very nice to the law clerks
"As we all know, the Solicitor Gen
and
knew
my name and would say hello
Each autumn, the
eral is responsi
to
me
when
we passed in the hall," said
George Washington Law
ble for arguing
Clark.
"He
was a wonderful person."
Review hosts a public
for the United
Clark
recalled,
however, that his first
symposium on a topic of
States in front
meeting
with
Rehnquist
was stressful: "I
prominent importance to
of the Supreme
the legal community. This
Court," said interviewed with him for a clerkship but
year's symposium, taking
Clark. "I'm did not get it!"
According to Philip Warrick, Edi
place October 27 and 28
sure they will
on the Law School cam
all have sto tor-in-Chief of Law Review, the interest
pus, will focus on the nineries about big level in this year's symposium is greater
teen-year tenure of Wil
landmark cases than in past years, due in part to the sub
liam Rehnquist as Chief
that came down ject matter and in part because it is being
Justice of the Supreme
when they were held at the Law School. Because of the
Court. Titled "Sympo
Solicitor Gen presence of Justice Ginsberg, interest in
the Solicitors panel is especially high,
sium on the Legacy of
eral."
the Rehnquist Court," the
C l a r k and reservations for viewing are already
event will bring together
emphasized approaching capacity.
Mascott said that C-Span is sched
dozens of renowned schol
the unique op
ars and practitioners from
portunity that uled to air parts of the symposium and
across the country, as well
this panel pre that some panels will be fed live to the
as one Supreme Court
sented for the Moot Court Room. Even for overflow
Justice, for two days of
Law School viewing of the Solicitors panel and Gins
burg introduction, however, students will
discussion, critique, and
community.
Photo by Anthony Marcavage
be required to enter a lottery for seating.
remembrance.
"I
am
not
Jenn Mascott and Phil Warrick worked with numerous faculty members and students
The idea for a sym
aware of any Mascott noted that Law Review is at
in organizing the Law Review Rehnquist Symposium.
posium on the Rehnquist
time, at least tempting to give Law School students
Court originated last spring with Profes
in a law school setting, that they have priority, turning away many outsiders
sor Brad Clark, a faculty advisor for Law Justice, Media, and National Security all gotten together at the same time," who had expressed interest in tickets.
Mas
Review. Clark noted that this term was Panels, while others will focus on those noted Clark.
cott stated
to be a memorable one for the Rehnquist who shared professional experiences with "Even if stu
Rehnquist, such as the panel of former dents just pop
that while
Court under any set of circumstances.
the Jack
"I suggested [to Law Review] that Rehnquist law clerks and the Solicitors in for a half
Morton
they think about a symposium on the General panel. The latter will take place an hour and
at
the
Jack
Morton
Auditorium
and
will
Audito
Rehnquist Court, because it was going
hear one or
rium is
to be the twentieth anniversary of the be introduced by Justice Ruth Bader two speakers
Ginsburg.
a
lready
Court this year, and if [R ehnquist] retired
... they will
Each
panel
was
developed
by
Law
filled
for
it would have been just as timely."
find it very
Review
members
working
with
profes
the
Solici
Ultimately, the Rehnquist Court
interesting.
tors event,
would not reach its twentieth anni sors possessing expertise in the area at These discus
issue.
Professor
Steven
Saltzburg
helped
there re
versary, as Rehnquist succumbed to
sions should
organize
and
will
participate
in
the
mains seat
thyroid cancer before the fall term and
be pitched at
Criminal
Justice
panel,
while
Professor
ing
avail
was replaced by current Chief Justice
a very high
Jonathan
Turley
helped
develop
and
will
able
for
John Roberts. According to Jennifer
level."
participate
in
the
Media
and
National
all
other
Mascott, Senior Projects Editor of Law
Having
panels.
Review and a central force in organizing Security panels. Professor Amanda Tyler clerked for
helped
to
organize
the
Federalism
panel
Stu
the symposium, the passing of Rehnquist
Justices Scaand
was
instrumental
in
involving
Justice
dents
in
and his significant ties to the Law School
lia and Gins
Ginsberg,
whom
she
clerked
for
in
the
terested
in
community give special meaning to this
berg, respec
October
term
of
1999.
attending
event.
tively, both
Professor Tyler said that Justice Professors
the sym
"He had been a good friend to
Ginsberg
"quickly
committed"
to
attend
posium
GW Law School," said Mascott, noting
Clark and
ing
the
symposium
when
approached.
s
hould
that Rehnquist hired several Law School
Tyler fondly
She
also
said
that
she
expects
Ginsberg
email
Jen
students as law clerks, including 2004
remember
to
offer
a
"personal
message"
regarding
nifer
Masgraduate Ann O'Connell, and addressed
their per
c o 11 at
the graduating class of 1999. Former the former Chief Justice, with whom she sonal inter
Photo by Anthony Marcavage
had
a
warm
relationship.
jmascott@
Dean Michael K. Young also served as a
actions with Professor Amanda Tyler was instrumental in securing
The
Solicitors
panel,
organized
by
law.guw.
law clerk for Rehnquist after graduating
Rehnquist.
Justice Ginsburg s participation in the symposium.
Mascott with the help of Professor Brad
edu with a
from Harvard.
"Chief
Clark,
is
perhaps
the
most
unusual
of
the
list of the
The symposium will consist of six
J u s t i c e
group.
The
current
Solicitor
General,
panels
they
would
like
to
attend.
•
panels developed by Law Review memRehnquist was warm, engaging, and
BY ANTHONY MARCAVAGE

VAN VLECK from page 1.
law school, and a tremendous appellate
judge."
Judge Calabresi was a Rhodes
Scholar and graduated first in his Yale
Law School class. In 1959, he returned
as a professor at Yale, where he later
became Dean.
"I actually have a number of ties to
George Washington," said Judge Cala
bresi in a phone interview. "[Dean] Fred
Lawrence was a student of mine at Yale.
[Professor] Greg Maggs is my nephewin-law. I also have a number of former
clerks, [Professors] Amanda Tyler and

Thomas Colby. That's certainly enough
good reasons for me to come to a place
I already like. I'm truly looking forward
to the event."
Dean Lawrence, who personally
invited Judge Calabresi, said, "I am so
delighted he is able to come to GW for
this event. When I think of Judge Cala
bresi, I think of how Winston Churchill
described meeting F.D.R. He said with all
his sparkle and energy, it was like open
ing a bottle of champagne. He is really a
wonderful person."
Fellow Second Circuit Judge Sonia Sotomayor was recently added to
complete the panel. Judge Sotomayor

was appointed in 1998 after serving six
years as a federal judge in the fast-paced
Southern District of New York. Judge
Sotomayor attended Yale Law School
where she served as editor of the Yale
Law Journal.
She is also an adjunct Professor
at New York University School of Law
and a Lecturer-in-Law at Columbia Law
School.
Given the strength of this year's
judging panel, organizers may have to
relocate from the Marvin Center's Betts
Theatre, where the event is traditionally
held.
"We would ideally like to keep it

on campus but we want to allow as many
people as possible to show up and take
part in the event," said Hedrick. "We're
looking into possibilities for other venues
in the area."
Overflow rooms with closed-circuit
television are being discussed as one part
of the solution.
"There are really two factors that
we always have to think about here," said
Dean Lawrence. "First the integrity of
the argument has to be maintained. At
the same time though, we realize this is
a tremendous opportunity and we want
to accommodate as many people as we .
can."
•
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Early Enrollment Discount
Until November 18th!
3-DAY "INTENSIVE" MULTISTATE WORKSHOP TUITION FEES*
AFTER NOV. 18TH

BEFORE NOV. 18TH

ABA/LSD Members - $295 DISCOUNT! ^ $325 - ABA/LSD Members
Non ABA/LSD Members - S365_""<• / hA 395 - Non ABA/LSD Members
^Includes PMBR Multistate Workbooks &
3 Free Multistate Audio Tapes/CDs for enrollment prior to November 18th!

6-DAY MULTISTATE "EARLY BIRD" WORKSHOP TUITION FEES*
AFTER NOV. 18TH

BEFORE NOV. 18TH

ABA/LSD Members - $625 <, DISCOUNT!# $695 - ABA/LSD Members
Non ABA/LSD Members - $725
$795 - Non ABA/LSD Members
*Includes PMBR Multistate Workbooks, Multistate Flashcards &
3 Free Multistate Audio Tapes/CDs for enrollment prior to November 18th!

COMBINED 3-DAY AND 6-DAY MULTISTATE

BEFORE NOV. 18TH

A $100 \

AFTER NOV. 18TH

ABA/LSD Members - $790 I DISCOUNT!# $890 ' ABA/LSD Members
Non ABA/LSD Members - $ 890$990 - Non ABA/LSD Members
^Includes PMBR Multistate Workbooks, Multistate Flashcards &
all 6 Multistate Audio Tapes/CDs for enrollment prior to November 18th!

/BV

A M embership benefit of the

MULTISTATE SPECIALIST

F\ UTCT44M*4>

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
Law Student Division

$UJ^£C*HL4+T!

(800) 523-0777 • www.pmbr.com
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Rating GW's Fitness Center
Ok, as a fourth year evening stu 20 televisions throughout the floor for
information desk.
volleyball, badminton, indoor soccer,
dent almost on my way out of here, I those needing a distraction when on the
For any aerobics and dance junkies, and indoor hockey courts. The HWC
admittedly had never stepped into George cardio-machines. Although there was no
the very large sub-dividable multipurpose also claims a three-lane suspend jogging
Washington University's Lerner Health music being played in the building, it did
room is a dream. Used for group fitness track and a three-lane lap pool. While
and Wellness Center (HWC) until right not bother the patrons, as most of them
classes and for other functions, it is an the gymnasia are frequently used for
before I decided to review it for this col seemed engrossed in the music of their
expansive and well-lit room. HWC offers intramural sports, they are available for
umn. Lest I lose all
iPods.
a variety of classes: cycling, step, high use for patrons. Plus, all kinds of sport
credibility to review
BY M. CHRISTINA E . VON SPIEGELFEL D
Consider impact aerobics, yoga, pilates, cardio-box- equipment can be signed out (again at the
a gym, I am enough
Staff Writer
ing the amount of ing, and body conditioning, for a nominal "Equipment Issue" window). Reserva
of a health nut to
available space, the semester fee.
tions can also be made for the squash and
actually pay for a gymmembership -even HWC could probably use more cardioSince the HWC is targeted at stu racquetball courts. According to Reser
throughout law school when the free machines—elliptical machines, at the very
dents, it follows that their group class vations, there usually is never a problem
HWC beckoned.
least, which
s c h e d u l e with availability as long as reservations are
Instead, I have been a member of were definite
mostly
ac- made at least a day in advance.
the Washington Sports Club (WSC) for ly the most
com moI am still keeping my WSC member
the past five years. Although WSC is no popular. The
dates
a
stu
ship
but
only because it's more convenient
Sports LA where memberships run up HWC proba
dent sched- to my apartment, and the group fitness
to $200 a month, it is not the cheapest bly has busier
Second in a Series
ule.
For schedule at the HWC has never been
gym in the city, so I have, on occasion, periods than
example,
on convenient for me. The WSC also has
also ventured to other gyms (i.e., Results, at 3:00 p.m. on a Friday, but at that time
Saturday and Sunday, classes are not of individual TVs for almost all cardio-ma
Fitness First) and visited several others all the elliptical machines were being used
fered until noon. Only members who do chines, and I need that much distraction
(i.e., Bally's, Gold's Gym) seeking less by patrons who signed up on a waitlist.
not
need to be at work earlier than 9:00 to stay put on a cardio-machine. The
expensive alternatives.
Since you login the time you start using a a.m. can partake in early morning offer
HWC, however, is clearly a fabulous
And I must say, I was very impressed machine on a large erase board, patrons
ings. In fact, the HWC does not even deal while you are at law school. And
with the HWC. As a "health and well waiting will ensure that you get off when
open until 11:00 a.m. on
for something that comes
ness center," it is more than just a gym. your time is up.
Sundays!
with your tuition, minor
Located at the corner
Both information
Very important:
The HWC is
flaws and observations
of 23rd and G Streets,
desks (at the lobby and
The HWC's most at the cardio and strength the locker rooms and repointed out in this article
the HWC was just built
clearly a fabulous
strooms are clean. There
can be overlooked.
in 2001, and it shows.
imposing feature is training floor) were well are plenty of lockers, and
deal while you are
Fewer than five years old,
For those who had
staffed
and
helpful,
but
in
considering
how
many
its spaciousness.
the inside and outside of
at
law
school.
plans
to use the gym after
most gyms, staff is usually there were, the locker
the building still gleam
graduating,
do note that
on hand, particularly in room seemed strangely
with newness.
while
staff
and
faculty are
the free-weights section, underused. I did get a
allowed
to
pay
a
nominal
Probably the HWC's most imposing to correct poor form or to demonstrate
sense
that
most
patrons
do
not
use
the
monthly
fee
to
be
a
member
of
the
gym,
feature is its spaciousness. Although it proper use of equipment. I did not,
showers,
as
there
were
no
wet
floors
and
that
offer
does
not
extend
to
alumni
or to
seemed pretty busy when I visited, there is however, see any HWC staff roaming
so much room that you never feel crowded around the cardio and weight equipment, barely any dampness in the shower area. the community like most other university
or closeted in. The ceilings are high, and which gave me the sense that you are on While towels are available (you have to gyms.
check them out at the "Equipment Issue"
According to the membership office,
the cardio and weight equipment have your own.
window), no other toiletries are available zoning laws forbid usage beyond GW
ample space between each other. There
The person at the information desk such as shampoo, conditioner, or lotion.
students, faculty and staff. In fact, it was
is also plenty of space for exercise mats did say that if you need specialized direc
Since patrons are primarily students, most only last year that the fitness center even
to be scattered on one side of the floor for tion, you can pay for a personal trainer. If
probably walk the few blocks to freshen was allowed to expand their hours. It
patrons to stretch out or do their abs.
you just require simple directions on how up in the dorms.
will only be in 2009 when the school may
The HWC contains all state of the to use a machine or piece of equipment,
As I mentioned earlier, the HWC revisit zoning issues and perhaps build a
art cardiovascular equipment from tread- staff is always
available to help—you
J
•11 .
- ,
,.
_
—yvu is mure
man jusr
lnerearetwc
more than
just a gym. There
are two case for extending membership to alumni
ir
nulls to elliptical machines. There are also just have to find someone, usually at the gymnasia that accommodate basketball
and/or the community.
•

HEALTH AT GW

Biff Around Town: Nolan's
1 h ave good things to say about of those criteria and more. The best way
Nolan s on 18th Street. In the interest to describe Nolan's is that it is a bar You
of explaining things
_
wilk in and see a bar
to he First-Years, I
B|Fp
and SQme smo|y „
™lU °0fly pem"loy
SWf-riur
becomes immediatethe IRAC forma.
, clear ,hat
— with the pertinent
a place to drink and
sections labeled. You're welcome.
talk and to encounter others who have set
out to drink and talk. But there's more.
There were plenty of people at
Nolan's'when I there, but it wasn't un
comfortably crowded. And there were
R: The establishment must not play lots of people who wanted to party. It
"Livin' On a Prayer" before 1:30 AM. has been alleged that in DC, ladies
Drinks must be readily
outnumber gentleman
accessible and reason
four-to-one.
ably priced. Bartenders
^M
Perhaps I'm not go
must recognize repeat
ing to the right places,
You've got
customers and feed you
but I've never seen this
drinks accordingly. The
yourself some
scenario played out until
brews on tap must in
I arrived at Nolan's. Plus
of the Guns n'
clude Guinness. The
everyone in the bar was
crowd should be lightRoses, the U2,
friendly. Somewhat re
hearted and relatively
markably, Nolan's didn't
and absolutely
free of meatheads and
have that icky 'meat mar
none of the
people with their collars
ket' feel to it.
up. Those who want to
Nelly.
I am not what you
cut a rug should be able
^would term a stunner, but
to do so.
I found myself talking to
lots of randoms. Cer
A i Th
iooi (
tainly, the ratios played
t JZO UD
of Nolan's nailed all a considerable part, but Nolan's was
Whether Nolan's is a worth
while bar for you to visit.
I:

something more; the crowd seemed real
ly happy to be there, in a way beyond th<
happiness arising from its liquid courage
A venue's musical selection i<
important to me as well, as loyal Biff
Around Town readers may have in
ferred, and it did not disappoint. You've
got yourself some of the Guns n' Roses,
the U2, and absolutely none of the
Nelly. It was loud but still a conversa
tion-enabling volume. If I'm singing
along to Journey at the end of the night,
it's likely I've had fun.
C: I went to Nolan's following
a devastating college football loss and
still managed to have a phenomenal
time. It's not too crowded, too smoky,
too pretentious, too dancey, too sit
ting-downy, too young, too old, or too
aggressive. They've created an environ
ment conducive to good, clean, dumb
fun. At the moment, it's my favorite bar.

Effusive praise? biffgw@hotmail.com
(You can find Nolan's in Adam's
Morgan at 2323 18th St. NW)
•

A man walked
into a bar with his
alligator and asked
the bartender, "Do
you serve lawyers
here?"
"Sure do," replied
the bartender.
"Good," said the
man. "Give me a
beer, and I'll have
a lawyer for my
'gator."

* Please note, no lawyer jokes are the original
work of Nota Bene. An original lawyer joke?
Come on, we're not that brilliant. This joke
quoted from Scroom.com
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Retooling the
Worldwide Leader

How Do You Say "livin' la
vida loca" in Portuguese?

For two days last week, the sports watching.
I'm awesome.
and try taking them under timed condi
media had almost everybody across the
There needs to be a better bal
But you know what's really, really tions. For motivation, I cue up Europe's
country convinced that the St. Louis ance between the 10-second highlight
awesome? Brazil. A land of sun, soccer, "The Final Countdown" on iTunes and
Cardinals were going to the World Series. and the in-depth analysis show. ESPN
snappy thongs, gorgeous, six-foot tall stick it on repeat. Eighties montage muAfter Albert Pujols crushed a Brad Lidge tries to accomplish this with specialized
Teutonic goddesses
sic. That will make
hanging slider in Game 5, the Cardinals shows like Baseball Tonight and NFL like Gisele Bundchen
the time fly by.
L-VAGO
were suddenly rejuvenated and would Live, but these are often aired at incon and Ana Hickmann,
Tuesday:
easily take the next two games at home venient times (early afternoon and after a form of jiu-jitsu so
The day of reckon
en route to a second straight Series ap midnight). ESPN.com offers scores of sadistic that it makes
ing arrives. I crash
pearance. Game 6 came and went, and articles with its Insider service, but it boxing look as effete
at six am, wake
surprisingly, there
will set you back $7/ and limp-wristed as shuffleboard, and a up at two, shave, bathe, and for the first
was no Game 7 the
month. Maybe the language (according to the helpful folks time in days, put on some pants. I head
following night,
solution is, dare I at LonelyPlanet.com) that sounds like a to school and arrive fifteen minutes early,
which left everyone
say it, another ESPN Frenchman trying to speak Spanish... which means that almost everyone else is
scratching their col
network?
while drunk. Brazil is the shiznit.
there before me.
lective heads.
Looking at
Think about it. You go up to a
After all the hassle of setting up
How dare the
the current pro random guy on the street corner and tell and signing the forms that confirm that
Astros spit in the
gramming across him. "Hi. Let's go to Brazil. I have two yes, I really am the person I say I am and
face of the sports
the Worldwide tickets that'll get us on board a Delta flight I'm not about to cheat on this completely
media who had so
Leader, it's pretty for Sao Paulo this evening." What's he open-book exam, I receive a stapled
caustically written
clear that there's a going to say? "Hell no, bro, get outta here booklet from the proctor. There are five
them off days earli
JONATHAN AUERBACH
lot of deadweight with that!" Of course not. Everyone pages, back to back, with nothing but
er! Don't they know
programming being loves Brazil.
background material, and a single ques
about momentum?
aired. Pool, fly fish
You know what the difference be tion at the end.
You can't stop mo
ing, timber sports, tween me and Brazil is?
I read it all three times and still have
mentum—it is the
cheerleading, stockBrazil doesn't have to stay up for no idea where to begin. I skim through
single most powerful force in all of sports. car racing-these niche sports should be three days straight in order to study for a the 102-page consolidated outline I
Once a team gets momentum, forget moved off of ESPN2 and onto another Civil Procedure midterm. Ha! Don't you brought with me and toss it to the floor
about it, it's over.
channel (maybe ESPN could trade the just love non-sequiturs
after twenty minutes
There's an obvious flaw in this rights to these sports to OLN for the like that?
of hitting nothing but
little theory-if one team suddenly gets NHL rights). That should free up some
Saturday: I've
dead-ends. I rack my
You know what the
momentum, it must be at the expense of space on ESPN2. ESPNEWS is some got it all worked out.
brain and start throw
difference between
the other team. But if momentum is so what unnecessary with the amount of Red Bull, Jolt Cola,
ing everything out
damn great, how did the other team lose information available on the Internet. and shots (well, okay,
me and Brazil is?
onto Extegrity, ma
it in the first place? The Astros didn't buy I don't think we really need to see the gulps) from a 1.5
chine-gunning along
Brazil doesn't have
into this momentum hype and proceeded press conference announcing the new liter bottle of Stoli
at 95 wpm, invoking
to blow up Busch Stadium a few weeks NBA dress code.
to stay up for three
Raspberry to keep
the magic black-let
earlier than sched
And while I'm me wired throughout
ter of cases, federal
days
straight
in
order
uled. I would daresay
sure many people the weekend. There
rules, and statutes,
to study for a Civil
momentum might be
are clamoring for must be absolutely no
doing
my best to show
Today's sports
just a tad overrated.
the second season distractions: I discon
Procedure midterm.
my teacher that yes,
Didn't the Yankees
media likes to
of "Tilt," that times- nect my doorbell and
I really did read and
Ha!
have momentum in
lot could be put to telephone and hang a
attach a lot of value
understand everything
the '04 ALCS? Up
much better use (al tarp over my window
the way you taught it
to vague romantic
three games to none
though I was sad to to block out all exter
to me.
after clobbering the
see "Playmakers" nal light. The clock is set to military time
premises that can't
I finish with two minutes to spare.
Sox in Game 3, the
cancelled). We could in order to give me some workable frame
The
first genuine smile in days
be proven one way
Yankees had about as
also do without those of reference.
forms on my face. I'm proud and walking
much momentum as
or the other.
sappy profiles on
From now until Tuesday afternoon, tall out of the school when I ask a friend
you can get. Despite
SportsCenter; they my only human interactions will be with of mine from class if he ever thought he
this, they completely
don't really do any the delivery man from the 24-hour kebab would understand personal jurisdiction
choked and the Sox
thing except stir up place around the corner, whose fresh pita, well enough to B.S. about it for sixty
triumphed.
people's emotions salad, and mechanically-reclaimed lamb minutes.
So there goes that theory, if it even and give Tom Rinaldi a job.
chunks combine with sugar and alco
He looks at me with a frown. "I
could be called one to begin with. The
Instead, ESPN should air more hol in twelve-hour intervals to keep the don't know what was on your exam, dude,
overall lesson here is that today's sports strategy based shows, like EA SPORTS neurons firing. He seems a bit surprised but mine just had to do with service of
media likes to attach a lot
NFL Matchup. This pro- when I keep coming to the door in socks process."
of value to vague romanmmmi
gram showcases football and boxer shorts in a state of increasing
Hand meets forehead. It's time to
tic premises that can't be
strategy and plays using hirsuteness and decreasing coherency but get another bottle of vodka.
There
proven one way or the
the latest Madden game not particularly troubled. Makes sense.
Ah well. Chin up. As they keep
other.
needs to
and could easily be ported After all, he's seen how those kebabs get saying, it's not the answer, but the method
We could argue for
to the other sports. What made. Delivering them twice a day to a that they're interested in when it comes
be a better
hours about whether mo
are the odds that this will half-naked man in the depths of a mental to actually making it count on the,se
balance
mentum means anything
happen? Probably slim, and physical breakdown must be tame by bloody exams. And even if I did bomb
and still not come out any
given that the ESPN brass comparison.
between
the midterm (or at least bombed it worse
better than when we start
has currently slotted NFL
Sunday: My study plan is finally
than the upper third of the class), it won't
the 10ed. There's not anything
Matchup into the pres complete, and I am ready to begin absorb dash all my hopes for making a living at
wrong with that, but it's
second
tigious Friday night and ing half a semester's worth of neglected this law thing.
an argument that's more
early
Saturday morning knowledge. All morning I flip through
On the other hand, despite being
highlight
appropriate for two friends
time slots.
a set of flashcards and absorb informa three months into this program, I still find
and the
watching the game to be
.So while you're tion thereon with a rapidity that would myself second-guessing my goals. Not
having -it shouldn't be the
waiting for ESPN to do impress Rain Man. After it follows three long before I started attending GW, I told
in-depth
focus of SportsCenter's
a massive content reorga volumes of Qjannon's, five canned out my girlfriend's father that I w as going to
analysis
analysis of the game.
nization, try to spend less lines I yanked from googling "civ pro" law school. His response? "Brilliant. Just
This sort of over
show.
time watching highlights (picking the first five sites that were in what the world needs. Another lawyer."
simplification of Sports
and more time watching English), and a homemade Xerox folio
I'm starting to think he might be
will only have a negative
entire games. The top-10 that contains the cases, each of which I right. The world really doesn't need
effect on the intelligence
play is much more mean vowed way back at orientation to brief more lawyers, especially if they're going
of future sports fans. It's a byproduct of ingful when you've experienced it in the in full.
to be mediocre at best and incompetent at
the highlight culture-we want everything context of the actual game.
Monday: A full day of studying, worst. If anything, the world needs more
processed into 10-second sound bites and
If we continue down this path any and still I have no idea how to apply any statuesque, blonde Brazilian supermodels.
matched up with a witty catchphrase. longer, we'll reach a level of sports intel of this information to a real-life case in a And call it a hunch, but I don't think
Unfortunately, the highlight loses its ligence equal to the typical sports radio way that would make any sense. I down that that's something the CDO will be
appeal when that's the only thing you're show caller.
• load several old exams from my instructor equipped to help me out with.
•
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Equal Justice Jobs
Wouldn't it be nice if you were
Hopefully, some of you have al
lying out on the beach with a frozen ready signed up to join me and other
margarita in hand right about now? public interest-minded folks at the an
Wouldn't it be even nicer if you could do nual Equal Justice Works conference
that for the rest of
and career fair this
your life? Well, the
Thursday and Friday.
GEORGE WU
unfortunate reality
This is a unique op
is that you and I did
portunity for you to
not win the $340
get to know many
million Powerball
potential employers,
jackpot last Wednesday, so we are go network with future colleagues, and
ing to have to work at some point in attend workshops on public interest is
our lives.
sues.
Many of you know Equal Justice
It's not really that bad though,
because working in the public interest Works as the organization behind the
can be a lot of fun (almost as fun as coveted fellowship program that provides
lawyers the opportu
spending the day at
nity to work on an
the beach), and the
As I often say, public
innovative project
journey getting to
interest is not for lazy
at a public interest
your public interest
organization for two
job can be just as
people or people who
years. You should
exciting and fulfill
could not do something
ing.
also know that EJW
If you are a
provides training
else. Public interest
1L, you will soon
and opportunities
law is for people who
be able to contact
for students looking
know that they want to
employers and be
for summer public
gin your pursuit of
interest work. In ad
increase access to justice
that one job that
dition, EJW is at the
for others and have the
will make you hap
forefront of increas
py to crawl from
ing public interest
guts to do it with limited
bed in the morning.
programming at law
resources.
schools. GW is a
My advice to you is
Patron-level (second
to know yourself,
learn about your
highest) member of
EJW, so please thank Dean Lawrence
potential employer, and stick with it.
For 2Ls, I hope that you had a and company for continuing the Law
great summer working for a public in- School's relationship with EJ"W.

by which you will follow up with your
potential future employer. As I o ften
say, public interest is not for lazy people
or people who could not do something
else. Public interest law is for people who
know that they want to increase access
to justice for others and have the guts to
do it with limited resources. You want
to develop relationships with people in
the field, and the best way to do that is
to give them a good first impression and
keep showing them your commitment.
For those of you who will not make
it to the conference or career fair, there
are many other ways for you to prepare
your public interest recruitment plan.
First, you should take some time to
decide who you are and what you want.
The more you know about yourself, the
easier it will be to find the right job to
keep you happy and fulfilled. Second,
you should seek the mentorship and ad
vice of those who really know what they
are talking about. Career counselors
and practitioners are great; your fellow
student who sent out 600 resumes is
probably a bad choice.
Third, you should do the work.
You are lucky to be in a city that has a
lot of every type of public interest law.
Plus, GW has a good system to both sup
port and reward your work. The public
interest and pro bono events around the
campus are designed to help you make
the right decisions. The pro bono and
public interest funding programs will
allow you to pay rent, buy food, and get
some recognition for your efforts.
terest organization. If you worked for a
Whether you have interviews lined
Fourth, you should always finish
firm and realized that
the work you start and
you just can't sacrifice
do it very well. The
your well being for
public interest commu
the money, welcome
nity is small, so if you
back! And if you like
mess up or seem too
your firm job and will
indifferent to the cause,
be continuing on the
potential employers will
track, please refer to
find out about it. Finally,
my last column about
you should do things
pro bono service.
that make you happy.
For my fellow
Whether you love ani
3Ls, I encourage you
mals, the environment,
all to remember that
or children, use that cue
there is no need to
to find work that you will
worry if you don't
feel great about.
have a job yet. We are
The point is to start
all in the same boat.
early and keep at it. In
Public interest jobs are
that spirit and since I've
inherently harder to
promised some profiles
predict because there
of great public interest
are few annual entrystudents and alumni,
level openings outside
I will be sure to write
Photo by Stuart Nickum
of fellowships. Every
about
one of my amaz
Todd Chatman and George fVu perform for the EJF.
body eventually finds
ing public interest friends
a job, so we'll just have
next time. Todd Chatto be patient.
up or plan just to sit in on some panel man, pictured with me at the 2004 Equal
For everybody navigating their way and do a bit of table talk, you should Justice Foundation Public Interest Auc
to the public interest lifestyle, I want to prepare for this opportunity by getting tion, is the current EJF president and I
highlight a few resources that will help your resume in order, reading up on the will reveal some of his infinite public
you along the way...
organizations, and setting up a system interest wisdom in the next edition. •
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Brought to You by The
Technology Guy
One of my guilty pleasures every the wall behind the batters box. At one
week is a reality show on SpikeTV point during the internet boom, a com
called The Ultimate Fighter. It's a pany was giving away free computers
Survivor style show that ends every to anyone who agreed to allow pop-up
week with two contestants fighting one advertisements to run continuously on
another in a cage
their screen for more
fight. While the
than 8 hours a day.
show is clearly de
But even as an
signed to appeal to
individual who loves
young men with too
technology and the
much testosterone
cool things it does,
and no outlet for
a little piece of me
it, it also provides
dies every time I'm
for an interesting
bombarded with an
view into the way
advertisement from
advertisers choose
a new and previous
IKE HIMOWITZ
to reach men in the
ly unsullied quarter.
coveted 18 to 35
In the future, we
market.
can begin to expect
advertising from
Two products
places where we
clearly dominate
the air time - Right Guard Extreme and never would have expected them. For
Xience (rhymes with science) supple instance, there are prototype refrigera
ments. Interestingly, however, these tors that tell you when you need more
products grab your attention not be of certain items; however, a simple fu
cause of their commercials, but because sion of basic technology would ensure
of the ham-fisted product placement that not only would the machine inform
found in each episode. At least once in you that you needed more orange juice,
each episode, a fighter or coach com but it could then play you an advertise
ments on how he had better not forget ment for Tropicana.
his Right Guard Extreme, or no one will
Of course, this sort of fusion may
be willing to practice with him; or how, actually be beneficial for the consumer.
if he doesn't drink his Xience nutrition Agreeing to this sort of advertising may
shake, he's sure to lose his next fight.
help offset the actual cost of the object
Unfortunately, not only are these state you purchase. Indeed, it was these sorts
ments seemingly out of the blue, they of cost offsets that made product place
ment so attractive for TV and movie
are delivered by professional fighters
whose acting skills are limited by the studios when they first began to appear
large number of concussions they have in large number, and its advertisements
that allow newspapers and magazines
received over the years.
Nevertheless, these product place to provide content online with little or
ments point to the fact that marketers no charge. Some would argue that if
have increasingly realized that with you want to avoid these advertisements,
the advent of TiVo and other digital you can just pay more for a model that
video recorders (DVRs), along with won't include them.
Nevertheless, advertisements are
the growing popularity of services that
let you download television from the becoming more and more intrusive, and
internet, fewer and fewer people in their its getting harder and harder to avoid
younger demographics actually watch them. For instance, some entertain
ment companies are suggesting that
commercials.
DVRs be manuOf course,
factured in such a
product placement
way that even when
is nothing new.
fast-forwarding
The practice's most
Geniuses in the
through TV shows,
famous success
marketing field are
the viewer would be
story occurred in
always trying to
subjected to adver
1982, when Mars
tisements designed
Candy famously
come up with new
to
be viewed at high
passed on the op
and
insidious
ways
speeds.
Others
portunity to have
have
attempted
to
Elliott feed M&Ms
to expose people to
develop
a
standard
to E.T. Hershey's,
advertising.
that would allow
however, the man
content
providers
ufacture of Reese's
to
block
DVRs'
fast
Pieces, loved the
f
forward
function
idea. The movie
was a huge hit, and Reese's Pieces sales completely. Furthermore, even the
jumped more than 80% that year. Since menus on some DVRs, a device de
then, product placement in TV and signed in part to help you skip com
movies has become a cottage industry mercials, contains adds for products
with other notable success stories, in and services.
I wish I could provide help on
cluding Junior Mints (Seinfeld) and the
how to avoid the constant stream of
BMW Z3 rollout flames Bond).
Still, geniuses in the marketing advertising. I'm fairly sure if you turn
field are always trying to come up out your lights, TV, and computer,
with new and insidious ways to expose and never leave the house, you'll be
people to advertising. Some of these able to avoid most of it. Otherwise,
you've grown used to. For instance, my suggestion is simply to refuse to
pop-ups on Internet websites used to buy from companies whose advertise
be the exception rather than the rule. ments annoy you — and to drink Xience
Similarly, batters in baseball did not shakes. They make you grow up big and
initially have digitally imposed adds on strong.
•

The Technology Guy

Openings in all sections

Email: notabene@law.gwu.edu

The Internets Corner by Leo Hinze
I'm going to call this column the Mid-Semester Grab Bag, i.e. Leo's
emailing it in because he has a paper to write. It has a little bit of
everything, and a whole lot of nothing useful.
Do you ever wonder about the weather? Sure, you can go to The Weather
Channel site, www.weather.com, to find out. but that's for newbs. If
you really want to know about DC weather, try CapitalWeather. www.
capitalweather.com, an awesome weather blog.
If you find that studying cuts into your TV watching, try Television
Without Pity, www.televisionwithoutpity.com. This site is a great substitute
for TV. Once you get hooked on reading the recaps, you'll find you don't
need to waste time actually watching the shows, because the TwoPers
are so much better than the real thing.
People often ask me what is the funniest thing I've ever seen on the
internet. After asking them if they mean the funniest thing with ov without
pants, I u sually decline to reply because there's so much funny on the

web that it's hard to chose just one site, But a semi-current, amusing
site that never fails to garner laughs is Rock, Paper, Saddam, www,
rockpapersadam.com. "That's it, you're going on my list."
A couple of ncat-o sites I like to visit for news that isn't are Fark, www.
fark.com, and The Obscure Store and Reading Room, wwwohscurestore.
com. Both sites do all the heavy lifting of finding odd news stories and
funny pictures so that all you have to do is point and click.
1 received an email question last week;
Dear Leo,
You're really smart, and you know a lot about the internet. I
received an email the other day that said if I sig n up for a special pilot
program, Bill Gates will pay me for every email I send. Is this true?
Seymour Butts
Parsippany, NJ

Dear Seymour,
You fell victim to one of the three classic blunders of the internet.
The first is never get involved in a land war in A sia. Only slightly less
well known is never go in against a Sicilian when death is on the line.
Slightly, slightly less well known is never believe anything that's in an
email that so mebody forwards to you. If you ever have questions about
anything you receive in an email, instead of waiting for a reply from me,
try Snopcs, www.snopes.com. Snopes has the lowdownon urban legends
and on all th e fake stuff on the internet.
Leo
If you have questions or comments, or if you just want to write to tell
me how awesome 1 am. you can contact me at internetscorner(a:.gmail
com. Happy surfing!
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The Renovations Continue: Next Up, Lisner
As a 3L, I've come to expect build
But what does this mean for stu
ers, architects and contractors at GW. dents?
The reason is that each summer, the
This renovation is going to produce
Law School has undergone a significant several significant benefits for students.
renovation of the facilities we have today. The SBA has been directly involved from
This has been a ten year project that the outset providing feedback, insights
has seen nearly every part of the school into furniture selection, and help to enupdated. Prior to
sure that these ren
my first summer in
ovations
will best
ERIC KOESTER
2003, the first floor
meet student needs,
A Message from the Prez
of Lerner was renoand we are excited
vated, then it was
about the results.
the second floor of the library during the
First, the Law School will add
summer of 2004, and last summer saw a food venue on the first floor of Lis
the fourth floor updated to match the rest ner. The venue will have seating both
of the building.
inside Lisner as well as patio seating
So what's next you
outside that will overlook
ask?
^— mthe quad. It should prove
Beginning this Janu
to be a good addition and
The Law
ary, the Law School will
provide another stop for
take over Lisner Hall.
students to grab food in be
School will
Lisner is the next logical
tween classes or studying.
add a food
building in our campus
No formal announcement
venue on the
- it is directly next to
has been made yet, but
Stuart. It is the building
all signs point to a venue
first floor of
that looks out into the
where you can get coffee,
Lisner.
quad and has the patio
or grab lunch and dinner.
space. That building will
BBBBHB
Look for this new venue to
become part of our cam
open next fall.
pus in January and should
Second, the entire
be completely renovated by August 2006 second floor of Lisner will be converted
(sorry 3Ls, we don't reap the benefits of into a student lounge. Study space has
this one!)
sometimes been at a premium in the Law

School and plans have the entire second told us that there aren't enough small
floor of this space converted into couch group study spaces - places where three
es, tables, and seating. It will overlook to five students can meet. What winds
the quad through the large plate glass up happening is that students use a large
classroom when they really need a small
windows. Think first floor Lerner.
The hope is that this space will space. Lisner will have multiple breakout
become multi-purpose. Namely, that rooms throughout the building designed
students can use this space as a place to especially for small group meetings. This
study, a place to eat, or a place to social will be a great resource for classes like
ize, and student organizations can use a Negotiations and Trial Advocacy, as well
portion of the space for speakers, panels, as for study groups.
Finally, Lisner will also house
and presentations. Right now, our law
school lacks enough space for student new faculty and administrative offices.
organizations to put on events and this You didn't think the entire building
would benefit you, did you? With a
should serve as a new alternative.
growing faculty and sevThird, the plans
also include a confer^mmi
eral administrative offices
housed elsewhere, this
ence room that can be
The entire
used by student groups to
renovation will provide
hold organization meet
new space to benefit these
second floor
ings or smaller group
other key Law School
of Lisner will
presentations right off
constituencies.
be converted
of the lounge space. We
As a 3L, I'm sad
know that usable meeting
I'll miss out on the next
into a student
space for student groups
set of renovations to our
lounge.
- particularly for those
school - I would have
medium size meetings
••••• ••IB
loved to be able to grab
- just doesn't exist. This
coffee in Lisner with a
should help and create a
Professor. But we are on
new option for those meetings.
the right track, and the administration
Fourth, the new space in Lisner will continue to look to the future for
will create new small meeting and small additional improvements to library space
group study spaces. Students have long and beyond.
•
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Take a Step to the Left: Best Friends Forever
We all face those difficult choices in a string of silly, without substance
in life: paper or plastic? Ranch or Ital selections (isn't alliteration fun?).
ian? Yankees or Red Sox? (Though I
Now, it's to be expected that a cer
maintain the real question is: Yankees tain amount of cronyism will occur when
or Yankees?).
a president takes office. Finally getting
Our illustrious president, George the top spot, what everyone has been
W. Bush, faces his own difficult choices: working towards, you take a little time
Crawford, TX or Camp David? Saddam to thank your friends and (especially)
or Bin Laden? Crony or Wing-Nut? those people whose money made it all
Not that I begrudge our president the possible (because it's never too early to
27% of his time in office that he's spent start planning for re-election). You put
on vacation, or the fact that he seems them in positions with phenomenal,
unable to differentiate
cosmic, comfy chairs
between people that are
and itty-bitty amounts of
bombing the U.S. and
power that would have
LISA HORWITZ
people that may, at some
few important, national
point, somewhere (in a
consequences.
really good hiding place
Like appointing
- that no one seems to
Margaret Spellings to
be able to find - ever),
head the Department
have plans to do really
of Education. Because
bad things to someone (ok, I lied - I do who really cares about the future lead
hold a tiny grudge).
ers of this country? And you certainly
But it really gets my hypothetical wouldn't need to take into consideration
goat (which I would hug and squeeze anyone who cares about improving our
and name anything but George) when I public schools, since that's where the ma
consider the lack-of-qualifications stan jority of our country's [minority] youths
dard, to which the vast majority of Bush are educated. Yet, for Bush, this was just
another chance to exercise his freedom
appointees are held.
Along with all thirteen year old of choice: Crony or Wing-Nut?
girls, Bush holds the phrase "friends first
As with Harriet Miers and A1Gon
forever" near and dear to his heart. Har zales, in defending his choice and his
riet Miers merely happens to be the latest nominee's level of job qualification for

Take a Step
to the Left

the position of Secretary of Education, sion: the actual goal of No Child Left
Bush cited the fact that he had known Behind was to end up with zero proficient
Margaret Spellings for over a decade. students, which means that those fourthAnd, according to the Department of graders maintaining the amazingly high
Education's biography, even though she level of 31% reading proficiency need to
completely lacks any
get a move on and start
day-dreaming more, so
sort of experience as an
educator, "As themother
they keep up with their
Along with all
of two daughters, one
percentage-dropping,
thirteen year
school-age and one col
eighth-grade brethren.
old girls, Bush
lege-age, Spellings has
Thus, I've decided
a special understanding
that knowing someone
holds the phrase
of the issues facing par
for more than a decade
"friends first
ents and students today."
is a good standard to
She's a mom? And her
maintain. Because when
forever" near
kids are in school?
I become president, it
and dear to his
Man, if I'd been
means that I can ap
heart.
point my cousin Betty's
president, I don't think
I c ould have found any
high school boyfriend,
one that qualified. To be
Johnny, to the post of
fair, Margaret Spellings was one of the Surgeon General. I'll just rationalize my
chief architects of Bush's No Child Left decision with the argument that not only
Behind law, so she must have some idea did Johnny watch ER religiously (no pun
of education policy, right?
intended) and, according to Betty, play a
With the first nationwide test re mean game of "Doctor," but I've known
sults since the law went into effect just him for more than a decade, and I am
published, both Bush and Spellings have positive that Johnny will bring honor
stated their pleasure with the results and distinction to the post of Surgeon
and that No Child Left Behind is on the General.
"right track." Putting this in perspective,
Heck, 'cause if Johnny can smoke
the proficiency percentage at all reading two packs of cigarettes a day and still be
levels tested either stayed the same or kicking, it can't be that bad for all you
dropped. Which leads me to one conclu pregnant ladies.
•

More to Life than Money and Roe
Roe v. Wade is so defined by extreme the 9/11 attacks, the Bush administrapositions that there is no way to comment tion has been waging the War on Terror
on the issue without upsetting someone, (a.k.a. "the struggle against violent exMany shy away from any discussion on tremism," or whatever the White House
the subject for that reason, never a posi- is calling it at the moment), and national
tive basis for true debate.
security and civil rights have often been
That said, here's a different per- at odds. Should the government have
spective that grew out of my first-year
the ability to access personal accounts at
civil procedure class. We were covering public libraries without a subpoena? As
Burnham v. Superior Court of California, of this June, 520 prisoners -several, U.S.
which tested the constitutionality of tran- citizens -were being held indefinitely at
sient presence as a basis of personal ju- Guantanamo Bay. Should the president
risdictisn. Even
have the power to
though the court
BY JOHN MURPHY
hold U.S. citizens
unanimously
Staff Writer
without charge by
upheld transient
designating them
presence, the
"enemy combatcourt was split 4-4-1 in its ruling. The ants?"
conventional wisdom is that Sandra Day
This presents a balance - rights
O'Connor did not vote with the conserva- vs. safety - that this country needs to
tives on the court - the ones she usually debate right now. In an ever-shrinking
fell in line with on personal-jurisdiction world where the United States, a country
cases - solely because
founded on personal freethe logic in this case
dom and privacy, is vulwould have boxed her
White evervnne
nerable to small groups
into a corner regarding
*
of extremists, we need
her support of Roe.
Was disCUSSi/tg
to find a legal balance
As a law student,
how tO ext ract
Where both are protected,
considering the difficult
..
The Supreme Court is aly
coAstitutional issues that
Kobei tS position
ready weighing in on the
govern these cases, it
on Roe, One
executive branch's use of
seems ridiculous to be
ieeminalv
power: In July 2004, the
making decisions about
'
®
Court ruled the president
personal jurisdiction
important
could indeed detain U.S.
based on wholly unreStOiy "Ot Scant
citizens as "enemy emu
batants," but that those
lated issues such as Abor
coverage.
citizens should be given
tion. This may seem like
access to U.S. courts to
a trivial example, espe
argue the legality of their
cially since O'Connor's
detention.
vote did not affect the
case's outcome, but there are other, more
The country had an opportunity
serious legal issues affected by Roe.
to discuss these issues recently when
Ever since the knee-jerk passage of the first Supreme Court vacancy since
the Patriot Act less than two months after 9/11 occurred with the retirement of the

aforementioned Justice O'Connor this
summer. So what did the media, and
everyone you discussed it with, talk about
when John Roberts was nominated?
Where does he stand on Roel
While everyone was discussing
how to extract Roberts' position on Roe,
one seenyngly important story got scant
coverage. On July 19, the D.C. Circuit
Court of Appeals, Roberts' last gig,

age, finds 9,590 stories written under
the search terms "Harriet Miers" and
«abortion » When searching with the
terms „Harriet Miers„ and «terror „ there
are onj
0utside of the judiciary> the Roe
dedsion (obviously) has a major effect
on dectiye politics

In today>s

candidates cannot escape be_
ing defmed by a- Upm„ Qr <<anti„

handed down a decision in Hamdan v.
Rumsfeld, authorizing the use of special
With tWO new
tribunals, which allow
Stunreme Cnuit
much less protection
B
for a defendant than
members and a Case
even a military courtregarding abortion
1
martial. This ruling
came as the White
this year, those Lamps
House was already
may need to Ull-

,abd

Even though Democrats may generally
favor Roe, this is not
a political winner for
their party. Only two
Democrats have been
elected president since
the decision, Jimmy
Carter and Bill Clinton» who both walked

a f,"e lin e b,y,"f"'
interviewing candithemselves entrench
h
dates for a possible Suing the right to choose
preme Court vacancy,
and begin thinking of
while cutting federal
including John Rob- ftfe
bevond Roc
funding of women's
erts. And now he will
*
health groups that ofbe presiding when the
fered abortions. AlHamdan case reaches
though opposing aborthe high court. Could this have been the tion rights have not been the sole factor in
biggest wink-wink, nudge-nudge of all the Republicans' success over the past 30
time? We wouldn't know, since few in the years, ending a woman's right to choose
media have picked up on the story. Do has always been a driving force of the
we have any idea where Roberts falls on conservative movement's platform.
the spectrumjof privacy rights? I haven't
I'd be willing to bet a plurality of
heard a thing.
Americans find themselves in between
The discourse has been sadly famil- the^two ideological camps that define
iar with the subsequent nomination of the abortion debate. I'm not interested
Harriet Miers. Other than seeming to be in discussing ways to "solve" the rift that
severely under-qualified for the position, was created 30 years ago, but, with two
the only reporting on her jurisprudence new Supreme Court members and a case
has been where she stands on abortion, regarding abortion this year, those camps
Reporters are so involved with this that may need to un-entrench themselves and
they even have her boyfriend on record begin thinking of life beyond Roe. A
about it. A Google news search, an plurality of Americans out there would
indicator of the extent of press cover- appreciate it.
•
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Return of the
Incompetents

Trust but Verify

As I said in this space last issue, the bench. They are no different from
Harriet Miers' is a lawyers' lawyer. Her Moveon.Org libs; they just want a differ
career has been spent in courtrooms in ent policy result from the bench. Lawyers
front of judges, in corporate boardrooms understand the role of the courts and the
pounding out settlement negotiations, rule of law very differently than anyone
Why are conservatives portraying Alberto Gonzales, has turned its back on this and in offices writing memos, briefs, mo else. We also understand the impor
Harriet Miers as unqualified to become nominee. Considering the staff normally tions, pleadings, and all the other things tance of notions of precedent, judicial
integrity, and judicial
the next Associate Justice of the United dedicated to such preparations, this type of you thought you were
BY TONY COTTO
done with after LRW.
independence from
States Supreme Court? She has risen blunder could not occur inadvertently.
Special to Nota Bene
the constraints upon
to the top of her profession. She was
Why then are we watching the slow She worked for years
the other branches of
managing partner of
and painful bleeding of leading clients around
a venerable law firm,
this nominee? While legal minutia and loopholes by the hand government. We understand that "judi
BY J. ALEX HARMAN
took leadership roles in
her qualifications are like the little chain gangs of pre-schoolers cial activism" is something to be avoided
Special to Nota Bene
the Texas and Ameri
unquestionably lacking that occasionally make an appearance on in either direction. Conservative activists
can Bar Association,
in the area of Constitu the quad in front of the law school. She do not understand this. For them, it is
and worked in government, first as a tional law, her skills as a lawyer are well is unquestionably intelligent and aspires only judicial activism if the court arrives
to excellence in all at a left-of-center result. Therein lies the
member of a state commission, and then established, thus
her professional conservative hypocrisy on these matters.
in several roles at the White House. Make her ability to make
endeavors.
She As the conservative legal groups who have
no mistake, Harriet Miers has exceptional well reasoned le
has
represented
endorsed Ms. Miers have consistently
legal credentials. However, she is failing gal arguments, even
the cream of the tried to explain to the rest of the righther friend President Bush by refusing to Constitutional ones,
crop in Ameri wing coalition, the way to avoid activism
terminate this excruciating confirmation is likely. The an
can business law, is to focus on conservative processes, not
process.
swer, therefore, can
and
has shattered conservative results. Focusing on results is
Working in the office of Senator not simply be a lack
glass
ceilings for exactly what leads to the judicial activism
Kennedy on the confirmation process, I of qualifications. 1
women
attorneys that my non-lawyer right-wing brethren
came across an article from last Decem believe something
everywhere.
She love to decry.
ber's issue of Texas Lawyer that profiled more is at play.
is
committed
to
the
Miers in anticipation of her promotion
The unspoken
notion
that
lawyers
The Movement Conservative E ntitle
to White House Counsel. In the article, objection of most
should lose some ment Myth
anonymous commentators claimed that conservatives, I
ego and give back
her obsessive attention to detail made her think, can be ex
Immediately following the nomina
to
their communi tion, bloggers and columnists everywhere
indecisive, ineffective, and a bad choice plained in light of
ties as her career- wrote to the President: "This is not what
for the position of White House Counsel. their goal to confirm
long
involvement we voted for," as if to say that they would
What was interesting was not the content judges who will re
in
pro
bono services have recanted their vote for his Presidency
of these comments, but that they were strict the power of
and
the
develop if they had known in advance whom he
made at all. It was a harbinger of things the Federal Gov
ment
of
legal
eth would appoint. (Never mind his other
to come.
ernment in favor of
ics through the ABA indicate. She is dedi fantastic judicial appointments, CAFTA,
Af this story unfolds, it is increas- stronger State's rights.
cated to her work (arriving at the White tax cuts, John Bolton, or every other suc
mgly clear that Miers does not have the
This view, and consequently the type
support of the Bush administration's po of nominees who share it, is more com House at 5:30 AM every morning without cess where he has delivered.) High-level
litical wing. Save for a few phone calls to monly held by conservative academics in fail and being among the last to leave) White House staffers were drubbed at
conservative leaders, little has been done the Michael W. McConnell mold, rather and dedicated to the most significant cli right-wing coalition meetings, in some
to rehabilitate the candidate the president than purely social conservatives such as ent any American attorney can have: the cases even yelled at. "Trust me, she goes
has spent so much political capital in Miers. There is no evidence to suggest that President of these United States.
to church" isn't good enough anymore,
The praise among her colleagues went the cry. Movement conserva
nominating. Why is Miers not benefiting Miers has ever carefully considered these
from the normally potent White House issues, and some evidence to suggest that from private practice, the White House, tives who felt they were the key to this
spin machine?
she does not share and the ABA is endless. They call her President's success are fed up with run
It seems
the same views of a "straight-shooter", an "independent away spending, federalizing education,
to me that there
federalism as many thinker", a "gifted lawyer known for her campaign finance, and a host of other
She is failing her friend
must be a pow
conservative sena integrity", and an "honest-broker." The issues atop their agenda. However, this
President Bush by
erful division in
tors. Thus, when Judges she has argued in front of similarly group represents but a small portion of the
the White House.
refusing to terminate this
the President as applaud her and the President's decision American electorate's agenda. A majority
Miers must have
sures conservatives to nominate her, anticipating her "applica of Americans may agree with the agenda,
excruciating confirmation
enemies who have
that Miers shares tion of law to facts without fear or favor", but it is not atop their priority lists, so it is
process.
enough power to
his views on the and "fair-mindedness as a judge." Most not atop the President's, either. .
allow the maelConstitution, most important right-of-center legal organiza
strom of displea
rightfully assume tions support her
Next Steps?
sure to engulf her nomination. Could he is talking about fundamental rights issues nomination. To
The move
it be that the President has angered his such as abortion and marriage. But what of top it off, the un
ment conserva
assuming Texas
closest allies by putting forth a nominee federalism?
The praise among her
tives' defection
that Rove and company simply don't like?
I think it is frustrating for people on lawyer was con
from the Presi
colleagues from private
How else can one explain her paltry and both sides of theaisle to see the WhiteHouse sidered by many
dent's side over
practice, the White House,
embarrassing answers to the recent Senate so seemingly unprepared for criticism next in line to be
this nomination
pre-hearing questionnaire?
about this nominee. Credentials aside, the the President of
brings us to a cuand the ABA is endless.
It is understood that nominees are President nominated a lawyer who he first the American Bar
rious intersection
not on their own in the advice and con retained in 1994 to handle an employment Association if not
on the road of
sent process. The Office of Legal Policy dispute stemming from a fishing resort he for her decision to
American politics,
(OLP) in the Justice Department states owned. How could it not occur to him that answer the President's call and head to and Ms. Miers is stuck in the crosswalk.
on its website that one of its functions is nominating his personal attorney would Pennsylvania Avenue.
The Senate is truly stalled and wondering
All this might lead an impartial what to make of her, eagerly awaiting her
to "Assist the President and the Attorney cause such alarms to go off? How could
General in filling all Article III and certain he not recognize that the needs of his con observer to wonder why in Bork's name hearings where she may shine like Judge
Article I ju dicial vacancies." It would be servative base go beyond Roe v. Wade and "movement Conservatives" and the right- Roberts or she may drown like Abe Forwing punditry have launched an all-out as tas. Her answers to the Senate Judiciary
naive to think that Ms. Miers sat down one Lawrence v. Texas?
night and answered the Senate question
So here we are with a nonsensical sault on Ms. Miers. As someone who has Committee were well thought out and
naire by herself. I do not mean to suggest nomination. Everyone is unhappy and con spent the last month trying to assuage the showed her to share the philosophy of
that she was not inv olved in producing the fused, Democrats fearing for the safety of fears of movement conservatives and keep the President, John Roberts, and most of
answers, but she was almost certainly as Roe and Republicans the reassertion of fed their heads from exploding, I would offer America: a fundamental belief that Judges
sisted by the OLP.
eralism in Morrison. The Roberts reprieve the following explanations as a glimpse ought to interpret the law, not make it. For
into the problems facing Ms. Miers and now, that is good enough.
This begs the question: What kind is over. The incompetents are back.
the President:
of breakdown in process would permit
answers so unsatisfactory that they would
Tony Cotto is a 3L at GW-Law and the
Hypocrisy of Movement Conservati ves Assistant Director of the Republican National
elicit a joint letter of complaint from the
Alex Harman, 3L, is President of
Movement conservatives are not Lawyers'Association. The opinionsexpressed
Democrat and Republican leaders of the the American Constitutional Society and
Senate Judiciary Committee? It is as if the currently interning in the office of Senator interested in a stable or predictable legal herein are his own and do not reflect the posi
Justice Department, led by Attorney General Edward Kennedy.
• system. They are not interested in hav tion of the Republican National Lawyers'
ing judges who refuse to legislate from Association.
•
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OPINIONS
Letters To The Editor
To the Editor,
Eric Koester's article in the
October 11 Nota Bene was almost
completely plagiarized. The ar
ticle had the obvious flavor of
one of those lists that circulate
on the Internet, so I typed one of
the entries into Google, and, sure
enough, the whole thing appears
virtually word for word at:

tral) and parts of it appear in vari
ous other web forums. But most
seem to trace back to the Nostalgia
Central list.

As President of the SBA, Mr.
Koester should be setting a good
example for other students. His
article was not submitted for
academic credit, so I don't think
it's a major scandal, but, no mat
ter what the forum, taking credit
http: / / www.nostalgiacentral. for someone else's work is not
com/features/20moviethings. good. There are also the copyright
laws to consider. If Mr. Koester
htm
can't come up with original mate
This mildly amusing list has rial for his column, he should stop
also appeared elsewhere. It can be writing it or, at the very least, give
found on the website of Britain's credit to the original author.
The Mirror (at least that publica
— Professor Jon Siegel
tion gave credit to Nostalgia Cen-

An Apology
Tn the last issue of Nota Bene,
my regular Features column, "Bad
gering the Witness," discussed
forty truths that only happen in

movies. Those truths were taken
from an internet list (http://nostalgiacentral.com) and then used
in my column.
Unfortunately, I did not con
sider that publishing a well-dis
tributed internet list in my column
would amount to plagiarism. I was
wrong and it does. I now recognize
this mistake and apologize for it. It
was an act of ignorance on my
part, but not of malice. I should
have cited the source and for not

doing so I apologize to the readers
and to the Nota Bene.
This is a lesson that no mat
ter what you write — be it a humor
column written for fun, a blog
entry, your 1L memorandum, or
a legal memo for your firm ~ it
should always be cited fully and
completely. I again apologize
for my error in judgment. I hope
each of you understands that
this is a mistake I will not make
twice. I thank the editors and
readers for their understanding.
—Eric Koester

Nota Bene Responds
In light of this situation,
the Nota Bene would like to
take a moment to remind our
readers that plagiarism cannot
be excused under any circum
stances.
Plagiarism is the cardinal
sin of journalism and the acad
emy. We are all of us given a
stern warning about it in LRW
our first year - for good reason.
,
Misrepresenting another's
work as your own not only
demeans you who engage in
plagiarism, and the person
whose work was stolen, but
also disrespects the forum to

which the work was submitted.
Academically, professors often
view plagiarism as a personal
insult.
Koester has handled the sit
uation in an exemplary fashion,
and his actions were of course
not born of a desire to "cheat"
anyone. He just got lazy.
But that is exactly the type
of situation in which law stu
dents suffer the temptation to
plagiarize: the overstressed law
student doesn't want to cheat
his way to an A, he just wants
to get a B and be done with it,
so he takes the easy way.
Don't do it.

Board Editorial

Dell no Deal
The Law School's Dell Purchase unique to the Law School's program, has
Program has served important purposes, probably driven up prices, we understand
such as making it easier for students to the administration's rationale. Because
set up their computer systems or, if need students must carry their computers every
be, to repair them. We feel, however, where, they also face the risk of dropping
that the administration could do better in them or just spilling the morning coffee
negotiating computer deals that would be on them.
But why can't students participating
less costly and would offer students more
flexibility and choices regarding hardware in the purchase program decide them
selves whether to buy the comprehensive
and service.
Because of the administration's insurance? As of now, it is mandatory for
website advisory that warns incoming stu those participating. In addition, we ask
dents that non-Dell computers may not be whether students might have the choice
network compatible, many students have of different models or even different pro
avoided buying computers outside the grams that would give them more options
program. The advisory is rather mislead in purchasing a computer. A change in
ing, since all computers employing IBM- the exam software would also allow the
compatible technology and a Windows use of Macintosh computers, which are
Operating System are able to take exams preferred by many students.
and record notes, the essential functions
The lack of a combined purchase
for a laptop computer in law school.
program between the various schools of
In addition,
the University, we
most students are
fear, has also compro
able to log onto the
mised the bargaining
The Dell computer
wireless network re
power of the Law
gardless of the brand
School. The inde
advisory plays on the
pendent purchasing
of their computer,
fears of nervous lLs,
policy
of the Law
although some may
whom
often
take
it
as
School
prevents it
need to buy exter
from
taking
advan
nal wireless cards or
gospel.
tage of economies of
spend time reconfig
scale, or the benefits
uring their computof a larger computer
ers. Because of its
target audience—incoming students—the technology department that could quickly
advisory plays on the fears of nervous inform students of viruses and hardware
1 Ls, whom often take it as gospel. While difficulties.
this may not be intentional on the part
On the plus side, we note that stu
of the administration, whom we believe dents have had few complaints with what
negotiated the program in good faith, the has been a well administered technology
advisory is manipulative and misleading help plan. If students have trouble with
and should be revised.
their computers, they can expect a techni
The high cost of the program cian to come to the school quickly. Only
compared to other purchase programs is in the worst cases do they need to send
another example of the way in which the their computers away for repair.
program fails to offer the best options to
When the Dell contract comes
students. Comparable programs, as the up for renewal, however, we hope that the
internet technology website C-Net has Law School will reconsider whether the
reported, often charge hundreds of dollars program offers the best price and quality,
less for similar products.
and whether the administration could
Although the inclusion of com offer students more choices within and
prehensive insurance, one of the elements outside the program.
•
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ODDS AND ENDS

Horoscopes
Aries
(March 21—April 19)
Your mid tern is finally over, and with it hope.

Taurus
(April. 20—May 20)
Your money trou bles are permanent.

Gemini
(May 21—June 21)
Cite thoroughly. If they can get to the
President, they can get to you.

Cancer
(June 22—July 22)
Believing in yourself is a poor substitute for
talent.

Leo

Crossword 101
Warm As Toast

By Ed Canty

1

2

1ft 141

3

12

13

4
Across
nr
nr
14
1 Throbbing pain
nr
17
5 TV maker
10 Bounders
PH
2ft
14 Army meal
23
15 Word before chest
31 32
27 7*
16 Actor Baldwin
17 Dole CHit
33
18 Sophie Tucker to some
M
20 Newt
21 Danson & others
22
salts
43
42
23 Woodwinds
149
25 15 Across, for one
51~ 92 93
47 41 49
27 Contemporary
29 Back and forth
94
33 Priscilla Mullins' beau
99
51
34 Python, for one
•2
35 Implement
•1
36 Garlands
43 Antelopes
37 Funeral march
5 Movie theater panel
44
Eavesdrop
38 Domingo's forte
6 Pays attention
46 Serenity
39 Word before dancer
7 Tallies
47 Blemish
8 Football fen's utterance
40 River deposits
48 Football fens maneuver
9 Free agent, e.g.
41 Holy
49 Oklahoma city
42 Put together
10 Bivouacked
50 Swarm
11 Alack's relative
44 Tenant
52
Hallucinogenic drug
45 CEO's bad news
12 Salesman's car
53 Pegs
46 Lufthansa employee
13 Three Card Monte, e.g.
55 Inherited characteristic
47 Treadmill product
19 Like a bikini
56 Swept under the rug
50 Try out
21 Disunited
57 Fresh
24 Social gatherings
51 Plump
25 Ice devices
54 Sterno
26 Charge per unit
57 Pleasant
Quotable Quote
27 Mediterranean island
58 Eager
59 Reunion attendant
28 Spreads
60 Pennsylvania lake
29 Rich cake
The vice-presidency
61 Marge Schott's favorites 30 Smokey's concern
ain't worth a pitcher
62 Madison Ave. workers
31 Poker move
of warm spit.
•
32
Be
eloquent
63 Unites
34 Follows coffee or flour
Down
John Nance Garner
37
A
claim
on
candy:Slang
1 Pinnacle
(VP 1933-1941
38 Too
2 Culinary artist
40 Inflicted a heavy blow
3 Winter favorites
41 Shotofliquor.Slang
4 Barnyard resident
By GFR Associates* PO Box 461 Schenectady, NY 12309* Visit our web site at www.gf(yure»e9.com
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Answer on page 4

(July 23—Aug. 22)
You question the timing of the Rehnquist sympo
sium. You think it is too soon after his death to
publicly celebrate.

Virgo
(Aug. 23—Sept. 22)
The stars and planets hate fair-weather White
Sox fans.

Libra
(Sept. 23—Oct. 23)
Do not fret. Your 2.7 GPA will stand up well
after the bird flue wipes out a lot of really smart
people this winter.

Scorpio
(Oct. 24—Nov. 21)
Halloween ups ets you. You believe t hat spirits
should be left undisturbed. That is why you
dropped Evidence with Professor Friedenthal.

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22—Dec. 21)
It doesn't take astrological charts to make an
accurate prediction on H arriet Miers: She's
screwed.

Capricorn
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
You are surprised that Chief Justice John Rob
erts has agreed to judge the Van Vleck finals.
You wouldn't be if you could se e the amount of
leaves Dean Lawrence will be rak ing this fall
over at Robert's place.

Aquarius
(Jan. 20—Feb. 18)
You should ha ve played Powerball la st week.

Pisces
(Feb. 19—March 20)
Despite our best hopes, the phrase "Nota
Bene brings down Koester adminstration"
appears only once in th is issue.

